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Fluorescence methods are widely used in studies of biological and model membranes. The dynamics of
membrane fluorescent markers in their ground and excited electronic states and correlations with their
molecular surrounding within the fully hydrated phospholipid bilayer are still not well understood. In the
present work, Quantum Mechanical (QM) calculations and Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are used
to characterize location and interactions of two membrane polarity probes (Prodan; 6-propionyl-2-
dimethylaminonaphthalene and its derivative Laurdan; 2-dimethylamino-6-lauroylnaphthalene) with the
dioleoylphosphatidylcholine (DOPC) lipid bilayer model. MD simulations with fluorophores in ground and
excited states are found to be a useful tool to analyze the fluorescent dye dynamics and their immediate
vicinity. The results of QM calculations and MD simulations are in excellent agreement with available
experimental data. The calculation shows that the two amphiphilic dyes initially placed in bulk water diffuse
within 10 ns towards their final location in the lipid bilayer. Analysis of solvent relaxation process in the
aqueous phase occurs on the picoseconds timescale whereas it takes nanoseconds at the lipid/water
interface. Four different relaxation time constants, corresponding to different relaxation processes, where
observed when the dyes were embedded into the membrane.
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1. Introduction

Lipid bilayer is a main element of biological membranes that
ensures its integrity and controls functions of membrane proteins [1–
4]. In addition, the lipid bilayer is a suitable supramolecular model
possessing attributes of complex systems in which a number of
processes take place simultaneously at the same place but at different
time scales [5]. Fluorescence techniques are convenient experimental
tools to study lipid bilayers due to the existence of variety of
fluorescent probes and methods able to gather data in broad range of
time scales [6]. Fluorescence studies of the lipid bilayer relay on
dedicated fluorescent probes interacting with the aggregate. The
necessity to use a probe raises serious issues of probe effect on the
studied structure. In addition, the probe reports on its immediate
vicinity, which requires additional information in order to correctly
interpret the experimental data. There are two major issues; the
precise knowledge of the probe location and the correlation of the
signal coming out of the probe with the specific lipid bilayer property.
The first issue was addressed with dedicated experimental techniques
[7,8] whereas the second is not yet satisfactory resolved. It is worth
noting that there are number of fluorescence techniques to study
various properties of the lipid bilayer, including dynamical and
chemical quenching [6,9–12], energy transfer [12,13], dye adsorption
[14,15], lifetime distribution [6,16], excimer formation [17,18] or
anisotropy [6]. All of these techniques are usually averaged through-
out the population of dyes and time and are reflecting the change of
probe properties, which need to be later interpreted in term of lipid
bilayer properties. However, there are also methods that probe
directly selected membrane properties, e.g. fluorescent solvent
relaxation (SR) [19–23], general polarization (GP) [24], and red
edge excitation shift (REES) [25,26]. These ones report on the level of
local hydration and mobility depending on the fluorescent probe
location. They are somewhat complementary but SR technique seems
to be more informative. Solvent relaxation is indeed mostly used for
studying hydration andmobility of the phospholipid headgroups [22].
This method refers to dynamic processes associated with solvent
reorganization (solvent relaxation) in response to a sudden change in
charge distribution within the fluorophore upon an electronic
excitation. Such excitation creates energetically unfavorable and
unstable state in polar media, given by fast dipole moment transition,
and is followed by reorientation of the solvent (water) molecules
dissipating part of the absorbed energy to the environment (the lipid
bilayer or the solvent). The energy loss is reflected in the total spectral
shift of the emitted light toward longer wavelengths. This shift is
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directly proportional to the polarity of the solvent. Since in lipid
membranes, polarity is predominantly determined by the presence of
water, the spectral shift mirrors the hydration of themembrane. Using
time-resolved fluorescence instrumentation one can also follow the
kinetics of the solvent rearrangement and, by this, concludes about its
viscosity or local mobility in the case of lipid bilayer. Solvent
relaxation in phospholipid membranes is about 104 times slower
than in pure water, and consequently, it is very sensitive to the
localization of the dye within the water–lipid interface [7,8,21,22,27].
A precise knowledge of the probe location and its stability is thus of
great importance if one wants to correctly interpret solvent relaxation
data. Having a set of fluorescent probes with known gradually spaced
depths of locations in the bilayer allows to evaluate the amount of
water and its dynamics across the membrane [7,8].

The two naphthalene derivatives presented in Fig. 1, namely
Prodan (6-propionyl-2-dimethylaminonaphthalene) and Laurdan (2-
dimethylamino-6-lauroylnaphthalene) are known as very useful
fluorescent probes [24,28,29] due to their high sensitivity to the
local polarity.

They have both an electron-donating amino group and an
electron-accepting carbonyl. Prodan has a very short hydrophobic
propionyl group (3 carbons). Therefore, the molecule is very mobile
within the lipid membrane and can explore different locations. In fact,
it was shown that, when in bilayer, Prodan locates in two distinct
regions; one polar, at the interface and one less polar, at the glycerol
level [30–32]. By contrast, Laurdan, with long hydrocarbon chain (12
carbons) and quaternary ammonium group attached both to its
chromophore, is usually believed to be positioned at the glycerol level
at a well defined location [31,33].

The experimental fluorescent SR technique gives some insights
into the local membrane dynamic but again a data analysis strongly
depends on the probe location. There are experimental techniques,
which allow evaluation of the relative fluorophore position or its
change upon membrane modification. The so-called parallax quench-
ing method [34] relies on the determination of the distance between
fluorophore and the residues that are able to alter its fluorescence.
However, such approach requires also the precise knowledge of the
Fig. 1. Molecular structures of Prodan (a) and Laurdan (b). Transparent blue parts are
the dimethylamino electron-donating groups and the transparent red subunits
correspond to the carbonyl electron acceptors.
quencher location, which in most cases, is not satisfied [35]. This
intrinsic experimental difficulty may be resolved using computational
methods. So far, no comprehensive works, addressing the issue of the
fluorescent probe location and its alteration upon excitation have
been conducted. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations or quantum
mechanical (QM) calculations can be useful tools to elucidate such
question since they allow to study both the intermolecular interac-
tions and the intra-molecular processes. Moreover, a combination of
both techniques permits to observe, among other things, solvent
relaxation upon electronic excitation [36]. A tremendous MD studies
of lipid bilayers can be found in the literature but they do not include
the fluorescent probes. In addition, only limited QM calculations were
done until now for Prodan [37–45] and Laurdan [43,44]. In this work,
we attempt to perform computational analysis of the two probes
embedded into the lipid bilayer and to correlate our results with those
recently generated with fluorescent solvent relaxation technique.

First, quantum mechanical calculations were performed to obtain
correct theoretical description of Prodan and Laurdan molecules in
both ground and excited states. Parameters like bond lengths,
interatomic angles, partial charges [37] and general dipole moments
[28,37–45] were calculated for the ground and excited states, what
subsequently allows us to construct a force field for the subsequent
MD simulations. Second, we have conducted MD simulations. In
contrast to previous investigations on fluorescent probe molecules
carried out at absolute zero temperature (0 K) and water defined as a
continuum, we studied the dyes behavior at 300 K, immersed in the
lipid environment. For the sake of clarity, the specific information like:
absorption or emission spectra [46], the nature of the excited states,
the origins of the emission process [38], detailed electronic orbital,
different intramolecular charge transfer states depending on twisted
or not (TICT or ICT) geometries [40,47] or multiple conformations of
molecules during excitation [40] distinguished by rotational barriers
[39], were not derived in the course of the present simulations.

The main objective of the present study was to characterize the
interaction of fluorescence probe with the fully hydrated lipid bilayer.
Our simulations were carried out for both ground and excited states.
The differences in location and hydration for both dyes were
compared with experimental SR data.

2. Methods

2.1. Quantum mechanics calculation

All quantum level calculations were performed using the Gaussian
03 software package [48]. The ground state equilibrium geometries of
Prodan and Laurdan were optimized by density functional theory DFT
[49,50] model with the 6-311+G(d,p) basis set. Only the planar
conformation of Prodan molecule was investigated since it corre-
sponds to the ground state geometry previously determined by X-ray
analysis [51]. Since experimental data on Laurdan structure are very
sparse, we decided to keep the same initial chromophore configura-
tion as for Prodan for further optimizations. The excited states
properties of fluorescent dyes were obtained from time dependent
density functional theory TDDFT [52–54]with the same basis set as for
DFT. The solvent effect was taken into consideration using the integral
equation formalism of the polarizable continuum model IEFPCM [55–
58]. In addition to structural data (bonds, angles...), we have also
extracted, from the electronic structure of the molecules, other
important values like dipole moments (both in ground and excited
states) determined from the Mulliken charges distribution, excitation
energy and oscillatory strength. We have tested different levels of
theory (PM3, Hartree-Fock, DFT/TDDFT, CIS) and also derived
different charge distributions (Coulson, Mulliken, NBO, Merz-Koll-
man, RESP). Surprisingly, we found that the Mulliken charges derived
from DFT and TDDFT were the best compromise that led to the best
dipole moment values when compared to the literature. Our method
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of calculation gave indeed similar planar structures with only slight
deformations but importantly different charges distributions and
hence the right order of dipole moment modification between ground
and excited states. Note that the structural differences of the dye in its
ground state and excited state can also originate from the capability of
a molecule to relax its structure after Franck–Condon excitation to
reach the S1 minimum potential. Note also that a multipole analysis
should be more realistic to reproduce the electric potential calculated
at the quantum level, especially because our results focus mainly on
the replication of total dipole moment of the dyemolecules. However,
the introduction of suchmultipole expansion inMD simulations is not
largely implemented in the most exploited MD codes. Supplementary
analysis based on construction of the Hessian matrix (the matrix of
second derivatives of the energy with respect to geometry) was also
performed for further use in the force field parameterization.

2.2. Molecular dynamics simulations

The commonly used force fields that are specific databases of intra-
and inter-molecular interactions include only parameters for fre-
quently studied molecules, i.e. proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids [59–
62]. Excitable molecules such as fluorescent probes are not very
popular topics for computational analysis despite their relative
importance for biological sciences. In this study, we have derived a
correct force field for the desired molecules by following a simple
protocol based on our previously validated QM analyses. Here, models
of fluorescent dye molecules, Prodan and Laurdan, already optimized
by quantum mechanics calculations at 0 K, were prepared using
parameterization tool from themolecular graphics software VMD [63]
in order to use them in further MD calculations at 300 K and under
1 atm. Due to large differences between ground (S0) and excited (S1)
states in their electronic structures but very close geometries, we
decided to keep the same intermolecular Lennard–Jones potentials for
both states and to discriminate them only by their specific partial
Mulliken charges distributions. In that sense, our numerical models of
Prodan and Laurdan were built in order to reproduce available
experimental data. During MD simulations, dyes underwent impor-
tant rotations of dimethylamino groups from 0 to about ±60° and
minor deformations of aromatic rings. Nevertheless, averaged
trajectories give for both dyes a planar geometry consistent with
QM calculations, as it was also recently observed by Morozova et al.
[43].

To study the behavior of the probes in the vicinity and within lipid
membrane, a DOPC lipid bilayer, composed of 72 lipids (36 per
monolayer) and hydrated on each side by 35 Å water slabs, was used
as an experimental model. The lipid bilayer was first generated using a
pre-equilibrated lipid membrane followed by a very short energetic
optimization at 0 K and then we started a long equilibration run
during more than 10 ns directly at 300 K and 1 atm to be sure to reach
stability and to prevent us from classical MD artifacts before inserting
a fluorescent probe into the bilayer. The size of the complete systems
was about (50×50×100) Å3. Two main simulations were conducted
separately for Prodan and Laurdan molecules both initially located in
the bulk water. Each of the numerical study started with the
fluorophores in their ground (GS) states. After 170 ns for Prodan or
100 ns for Laurdan, when the dyes were already spontaneously
incorporated into the membrane core, the first excited (EX) state was
induced by change of charges distribution on the probes. From that
moment, the systems with fluorophores continuously kept in their
excited states were observed for further 100 ns. This protocol was
employed in order to find differences between two stationary defined
states. Checking the stability of the fluorescent probes locations
within phospholipid bilayer and the related dynamic water behavior,
many short (up to 6 ns long) supplementary simulations for the
probes in EX state initially located at different depths in the
membrane were also performed. These initial configurations were
directly taken from the main calculations. Short (5 ps) simulation, for
free fluorescent probes surrounded only by water molecules in 503 Å3

box, was also conducted.
MD simulations were performed using program NAMD2.6 [62]

with the CHARMM27 [64] force field containing our own extensions
for fluorescent probes. All water molecules were described by the
TIP3P model [65]. A constant temperature of 300 K and a constant
pressure of 1 atm were ensured by Langevin dynamics and Langevin
piston Nosé-Hoover algorithm [66], respectively. Chemical bonds
between hydrogen and heavy atoms were constrained to their
equilibrium values, long-range electrostatic forces were evaluated
using the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method [67] and the integration
time step was equal to 2.0 fs.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Quantum mechanics calculation

QM simulations are generally used for extraction of specific
geometric and electronic data like bond lengths, angles, dihedrals
and charges distributions. Those parameters are essential for the
construction of the force field used in MD simulations. The optimized
ground state S0 geometries were found to be in good agreement with
available X-ray data [51]. TDDFT calculations show that the electronic
structures of the excited states are completely different from S0
despite their close geometries. A brief description of ground (S0) and
first three excited (S1–S3) states is given in Table 1. Calculated values
of dipole moments for each state are in good agreement with those
calculated by others in many experimental and computational studies
[28,37–45,68]. As it was already shown, the partial electron shift from
the donor to the acceptor group increases significantly the dipole
moment value upon electronic excitation. For Prodan, literature
shows that the ground state dipole moment can range from 4.7 to 7 D,
while in the excited state, it can vary from 8.3 to even 17.4 D. In
Laurdan, S0 was found to be characterized by a dipole moment value
ranging from 4.7 to 6.3 D and in the excited state—between 8.3 and
19.8 D. Moreover, information provided by TDDFT analysis on
excitation energies and oscillatory strengths was crucial to decide
which excited state prevails in the experimental conditions. The
excitation energies are within the experimental absorption wave-
length ranging from 300 to 400 nm that corresponds to excitation
energies of 3.08 to 4.12 eV. Only S1 states are used for experimental
[30,69] and computational [38–41] studies since their oscillatory
strengths are large compared to S2 and S3 for both dye molecules.
Consequently, we consider only S0 and S1 configurations in the
following MD calculations. Throughout the rest of the paper, we will
label the two states as GS and EX states in order to distinguish them
from themultiple states obtained fromQM simulations. Moreover, the
description of molecule is subsequently different for QM and MD
simulations, which naturally imply a different labeling.

3.2. Molecular dynamics simulation

3.2.1. Statistics of stationary states
Initially, large scale MD simulations were performed in order to

study the partition of Prodan and Laurdan between water and lipid
phases. It is well known that these amphiphilic molecules easily
incorporate into lipid membranes [32]. Fluorescent molecules were
thus initially placed in the bulk water, far from the DOPC membrane.
After 10 ns of simulations, they were found to be subsequently
incorporated into the membrane and remained within the lipid
bilayer for the rest of the simulation time, as shown in Fig. 2. Detailed
illustration of the insertion process into lipid bilayer can be seen in
animations provided in Supplementary Information. After probes
incorporation, the dyes carbonyl groups are found to be positioned at
the glycerol level of the lipid bilayer with their hydrocarbon chain



Table 1
Dipole moments (μ), absorption energies (E) and oscillatory strengths calculated for ground (S0) and first three (S1, S2 and S3) excited states of Prodan and Laurdan molecules.

S0 S1 S2 S3

μ [D] μ [D] E [eV] osc. strength μ [D] E [eV] osc. strength μ [D] E [eV] osc. strength

Prodan 4.96 12.91 3.10 0.5074 16.45 3.70 0.0495 17.63 3.88 0.0000
Laurdan 5.73 12.93 3.30 0.4784 16.60 3.67 0.0466 17.51 3.94 0.0001
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inserted between lipid alkyl chains. The position of Laurdan (Fig. 2b)
is better defined than the Prodan one (Fig. 2a), indicating a higher
Prodanmobility within themembrane. Note that similar behavior was
also observed for excited states (data not shown). In order to test the
effect of initial dye position on this feature, additional calculations
were performed for both dyes positioned in four different starting
positions, i.e. at water–lipid interface, at lipid glycerol level, deep
within hydrophobic lipid tails and in the center of lipid bilayer. These
simulations of 30 ns each showed that the final dye position (in the GS
state) do not depend on its initial position.

Single liposomal vesicle, 100 nm in diameter, contains about 105 of
lipid molecules and up to 103 fluorescent probes. The experimental
sample contains, thus, a large number of fluorescent molecules,
whereas in the MD simulation only a limited number can be
implemented. It is, indeed, difficult to analyze more than a few dyes
in one sample if one wants to keep dye to lipid ratio at reasonable
level (1:100). Because of that, the specific dye locations in the
membrane were statistically analyzed after 10 ns following translo-
cation from water. Both ground (GS) and excited (EX) states were
kept for about 100 ns. Although unrealistic for the EX state, this allows
for averaging over long trajectory substituting for statistics of many
short lifetime excited states responses as in real experiment (∼4 ns,
depending on wavelength and environment polarity). Resulting
distributions of dyes locations are presented in Fig. 3 in terms of the
chromophore center distance from the bilayer center. At first glance,
the histograms are broad and it is not easy to assign themost probable
values. To extract them correctly, we applied Gaussian deconvolution
on the histograms. Results are listed in Table 2. Prodan in its GS state
can be found in three preferred locations within the membrane (see
dots in Fig. 3 and for details Table 2). Two of them are equally probable
while the third has only 30% of their probability. In the EX state, the
dye is shifted toward the membrane surface with only one dominant
Fig. 2. The dependence of the chromophore positions at the ground state as a function of tim
for Laurdan. Locations of the chromophore centre are depicted by black curves. The position
lipids are also plotted. Please note that simulation started with fluorescent molecule placed
towards the membrane surface (more details in text).
location (from 14 Å in GS to 16 Å in EX). The deeper location (12 Å in
GS) does not disappear completely but its occurrence decreases by a
factor of two and shifts only slightly toward 13 Å. The fact that Prodan
exhibits two broader distributions in the GS state, whereas in the EX
state only one occurs, clearly demonstrates that the increase of the
dipole moment upon excitation results with well-defined single
Prodan location. Our findings are complementary with information
found in literature since it was argued by experimentalists that, due to
its high mobility, Prodan has two distinct locations (and orientations)
within the lipid bilayer [30,32,33]. According to our best knowledge,
the exact position of Prodan has not been experimentally measured.
Laurdan behaves quite differently, but its location in the GS is also
trimodal, as shown in Fig. 3b. Two locations are spaced by about 1 Å
and have similar amplitudes, while the third (themost outer location)
has the weakest contribution (see Table 2). Themean value of the two
dominant locations of the dye in the GS state is equal to 11.36 Å. It
matches exactly to the value determined experimentally (11.4 Å) by
the parallax fluorescence quenching method [31]. Like Prodan,
Laurdan in EX state shifts toward the more polar region of the bilayer
and converges in a more precise location. The narrower distributions
of Laurdan, in comparison to Prodan, are likely a consequence of the
stabilization of its position by its longer hydrocarbon chain and
quaternary ammonium group that anchor much the molecule in
phospholipid bilayer.

Fluorescence solvent relaxation technique allows measuring the
dynamics of dye microenvironment polarity. In case of membranes,
where water molecules are bound to lipid molecules, their rearrange-
ment in response to the dye excitation is much slower than in pure
solvents. In numerical system, it is hard to quantitatively define
solvent changes induced by the dye molecule since the dynamics of
the dye and solvent molecules are different. They are characterized by
very distinct timescales like, for instance, picoseconds for water
e of unconstrained MD simulation. Plot (a) shows data obtained for Prodan and plot (b)
s of ammonium (red curves), phosphorous (blue curves) and glycerol (green curves) of
in the bulk water and that first 10 ns corresponds to the passive diffusion phenomenon
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Fig. 3. Location histograms of chromophore centers of Prodan (a) and Laurdan (b) molecules in their ground (black plots) and excited (red plots) states during performed MD
simulations. Positions are show as a distance from the bilayer center. Each histogramwas normalized by the number of samples indicating the most probable location in given set of
data. Dots correspond to the locations from Table 2.
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molecule rotations and nanoseconds for dye translations. In this work,
the projection of the total dipole moment vector of water molecules
(μwater) onto the instantaneous dipole vector of dye (μdye) was
followed carefully. This type of treatment allows us to eliminate the
effect of the dyemotion in the lipid bilayer. The scalar product of these
two vectors was calculated in order to quantify thewater organization
around the fluorescent molecule. It can have either a positive or a
negative value corresponding to a parallel or an anti-parallel
arrangement of both dipoles, respectively. Since the large values of
the scalar product indicates a well organized water molecules,
regardless of the dipoles relative orientation, the absolute value of
the scalar product was used for interpretation purposes. The absolute
values of the scalar averaged over 2 ns trajectories with the dyes
oscillating around the most probable location within the membrane
are presented in Fig. 4 as a function of the distance from the
chromophore center. As expected, the effect of the dye excitation on
the water arrangement is limited to its closest vicinity. For instance,
Prodan in GS state directly affects its first three hydration shells
occurring at 3.0, 5.5 and 9.5 Å, respectively; whereas Laurdan in GS
state is able to organize only two first solvent shells at 2.5 and 4 Å
from its chromophore center. For both dyes, the increase of the dipole
moment upon excitation results in more organized water molecules.
Additionally, the second hydration shell of Prodan in EX state is so
broad that it starts to superimpose with the two adjacent water layers
occurring in presence of GS state. Meanwhile, the two hydration shells
of Laurdan observed in GS state merge into a single at 4 Å after dye
excitation. Moreover, in contrast to Prodan, a weaker gain in water
arrangement after excitation is observed. The solvent seems to be
additionally altered by the substantial fluctuations of the dye, which
results in less ordered configuration. This behavior may be a
Table 2
Dyes locations in DOPC bilayer obtained by Gaussian deconvolution of data shown in
Fig. 3. Distances (in Ångstroms) from the bilayer centre are reported with calculated
normalized amplitudes of peaks (indicated by bN). GS and EX columns corresponds to
ground and excited states, respectively.

Prodan location [Å] Laurdan location [Å]

GS EX GS EX

11.97 b0.98N 12.85 b0.39N 10.84 b0.95N
13.85 b1.00N 15.66 b1.00N 11.87 b1.00N 12.75 b0.85N
17.13 b0.28N 17.88 b0.28N 14.36 b0.41N 14.15 b1.00N
consequence of the long hydrocarbon tail fluctuations, which can
importantly change the instantaneous dipole moment orientation of
the dye at timescales even faster than the water molecules could
readapt.

3.2.2. The dye dynamics in the excited state
The evidence of changes in dyes location upon excitation led us to

analyze the dynamics of the dye translocation and the associated
alterations of surrounding water molecules organization. Fluorescent
probes shift toward aqueous phase is indeed a process occurring
within few nanoseconds after excitation. Assuming well-converged
results, independent on dye depth upon excitation, we decided to
scan ten different initial positions of Prodan and Laurdan in the
bilayer, selected from results of our previous simulations. The range of
positions was chosen arbitrarily from 4 to 19 Å for Prodan and from 5
to 17 Å for Laurdan, which reflect ranges of locations found previously
(see Fig. 3). Results presented in Fig. 5 showmaps of dyes location as a
function of time and for all initial configurations. Resulting dye
translocations were extracted separately from each simulation as the
histograms of the location probability counted on successive intervals
of 0.25 ns along each collected trajectory. Then, histograms coming
from each of 10 simulations of a given dye, and corresponding to the
same time intervals, were summed up and normalized by the number
of samples indicating the most probable location. Finally, such
prepared data were gathered interval by interval in order to obtain
a statistically relevant three-dimensional plot. The starting time was
selected to be the instant of excitation when the dye dipole is
changed. Prodan molecule shows a bimodal distribution with two
main locations of 11.5 Å and 16 Å during the first 3 ns after excitation.
All the molecules with the initial location higher than 14 Å occupy the
position at 16 Å. The lower mode, taken by initially deeply inserted
molecules, merges with the upper mode after 3.5 ns after excitation
and then both converge toward the new location at around 15 Å. This
may be already recognized as the preferred location found for Prodan
in the EX state (Fig. 3). The Laurdan molecule, after first 3 ns of
excitation, tends to reach directly the most probable position found
for the EX state (around 15 Å). However, another stable location at
around 12 Å remains after 3.5 ns. It could mean that Laurdan needs
more than 6 ns to fully reach its statistically defined location showed
in Fig. 3. Large majority of sampled dyes appear to change their
position during 3–4 ns after the electronic excitation. Fluorescent
molecules embedded deeply in the membrane relocate toward the
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Fig. 4.Water arrangement around dye molecules, embedded into DOPC bilayer model, averaged over two consecutive nanoseconds of simulations. The absolute values of projected
total water dipole vector onto Prodan (a) or Laurdan (b) dipole vector (abscissa scales), are plotted as a function of distance from the chromophore center. The bigger value means
higher water organization in respect to the instantaneous probe dipole configuration.
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bilayer surface driven by searching the more energetically favorable
polar surrounding. The time of this movement is closely connected
with the initial dye position. Nevertheless, the performed analysis is
only a scan of all the range of locations with unique molecule but do
not take into account an initial probability distribution as shown in
Fig. 3.

3.2.3. The water dynamics after dye excitation
Because the dye response is directly linked to the presence of the

polar solvent, we decided also to follow the water behavior in a
similar way as during a solvent relaxation experiment. Figs. 6 and 7
present the projection of the total water dipole vector on the
instantaneous dye dipole vector as a function of time, after the
excitation. Trying to validate our analysis procedure, we have first
simulated Prodan and Laurdan molecules inserted in the water box
mimicking the bulk water. Next, the hydrated bilayer was introduced
with dyemolecules initially located at the same depths as indicated by
Fig. 5. Location changes of Prodan (a) and Laurdan (b) molecules after electronic excitatio
plotted as a function of time (abscissa scale) and distance from the bilayer center (ordina
represented by red color. Arrows on the left indicate initial positions of dyes at the moment
for the two molecules.
arrows in Fig. 5. Experimentally, the most significant parameter
obtained from SR technique is the integral relaxation time value (τ)
describing the solvent mobility in the sampled environment. The
mean time constant measured in pure water is around 0.3 ps [70],
whereas at the lipid/water interface it is 4 orders of magnitude slower
reaching 2 ns [21]. Interpretation of this experimentally observed
large difference, likely induced by substantial change of polarity
gradient across the bilayer normal, require precise knowledge of the
fluorescent markers location. Since dye molecules start to relocate
toward the bulk water after excitation, the experimental results are an
average over different depths in membrane. In other words,
fluorescent probes during their excited state lifetimes scan a part of
the lipid bilayer. Data presented in this section are, in each case, valid
for only one specific position, chosen here as the most probable or the
most repetitive one.

Defining a solvent relaxation phenomenon is also not straight
forward since it implies many types of processes associated to the
n (starting time) merged from 10 separate MD simulations of each probe. Results are
te scale). The unoccupied locations are colored blue whereas the most occupied are
of excitation for each separately performed simulation. Please note different timescales
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Fig. 6. Changes in dynamics of the pure water behavior around Prodan (a and c) and Laurdan (b and d)molecules, induced by fluorophore excitation. Maps were plotted as a function
of time (abscissa scale) and distance from the chromophore center (ordinate scale). Blue areas indicate the lack of the water organization, green and yellow regions a progressive
arrangement, while the red zones correspond to the most organized water molecules vs. dye dipole vector. Please note different scales between insets.
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energy dissipation. During full atomistic simulations, we can access
different levels of intramolecular energies, which are clearly distin-
guished by movements at separate timescales (bonds lengths
oscillations, rotation or translation of the whole molecules, etc.) but
in contrast to the real experiment, numerical method chosen herein
give no information about interatomic energies, obviously contribut-
ing to the energy dissipation once the probe comes in the excited
state. Fig. 6 presents rearrangement of bulk water around Prodan
(Fig. 6a and c) and Laurdan (Fig. 6b and d) molecules after excitation.
We observe that water molecules loss their induced arrangement in
the picoseconds time scale, which is in excellent agreement with
experimental [70] and computational [71,72] data concerning solvent
relaxation in pure water. Defining one complete oscillation of water
molecules (one cycle of water ordering with respect to the dye dipole,
followed by an immediate disarrangement, which corresponds in
Fig. 6 to the local minima of calculated vector's projections) as an
important step in solvent relaxation phenomenon, we were able to
link these oscillations with typical relaxation time constants (τi)
occurring after dye excitation. All extracted times, τi, are listed in
Table 3. In the case of Prodan, we observe three distinct cycles of water
reorganization in the first hydration shell at the distance of around
3.5 Å from the chromophore center. The effect on the solvent
molecules reaches up to 10 Å and is clearly visible during 5 ps of the
simulation. Laurdan, in contrast, can influence only the first hydration
shell at the distance of 2.0 and 2.5 Å from the chromophore center.
Still three complete water-rearrangement cycles are present, but
water reorganizes faster and extracted τi values are shorter than for
Prodan. This difference is not surprising, considering that Laurdan and
Prodan have the same chromophore but not the same tail, which
contribute both to the dipole moment value of the dye. This first
insight is in excellent agreement with earlier calculations [71,72] and
experimental findings [70] justifying the applied simulation protocol.
Since extracting the τi values depends on the definition of the limits of
the whole rearrangement cycles, it was assumed that solvent
relaxation process is initiated within the first water shell and then
propagates on the next shells. Note that, the next relaxation cycle at a
given distance (and thus for a given shell) begin before the previous
one is completely propagated in the space. This can results with an
overlap of cycles.

Analysis performed on numerical samples containing Prodan and
Laurdan molecules, embedded into the membrane, show a strong
correlation with their initial locations and initial number of water
molecules in their vicinity. As mentioned before, water molecules
arrangement and behavior has a preponderant role to interpret the
solvent relaxation results. To quantify SR process, two parameters are
determined from the time-resolved emission spectra (TRES). First,
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Fig. 7. Changes of water dynamics around Prodan (a and c) and Laurdan (b and d) molecules embedded into lipid membrane. Presented results correspond to the specific initial
configurations of Prodan and Laurdan located at the depth of 12.2 Å and 11.4 Å, respectively. Maps were plotted as a function of time (abscissa scale) and distance from the
chromophore center (ordinate scale). For color codes see Fig. 6. Please note different scales between insets.
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introduced above, integrated relaxation time τ or relaxation time
constants τi, obtained from multi-exponential fitting of the spectral
response function C(t), describes mobility of water molecules. The
second parameter, the total spectral shift Δν, is proportional to the
polarity of the dye microenvironment and is believed to be correlated
to the extent of membrane hydration. Themost representative results,
obtained for excited Prodan and Laurdan molecules when located at
the distance of 12.2 Å and 11.4 Å, respectively, measured from the
center of lipid bilayer are presented in Fig. 7. For Prodan only two
complete cycles of water rearrangement can be clearly determined,
i.e. 1.0 and 2.3 ns (Fig. 7a). However, within the first 0.5 ns after
excitation (Fig. 7c) two peaks around 0.2 ns are detected. If we allow
the possibility of the water rearrangement cycles to overlap, the
additional local minimum could be identify at 0.17 ns after excitation,
Table 3
Relaxation time constants (τi) with dyes in pure water box. Values correspond to local
minima from Fig. 6.

τ1 [ps] τ2 [ps] τ3 [ps]

Prodan 0.03 0.34 3.20
Laurdan 0.03 0.10 1.00
being the supplementary (third and the shortest) relaxation time in
this example. The total water rearrangement take place mainly at the
distance between 3 Å and 7 Å from the chromophore center but in the
case of the first relaxation cycle, the effect reaches distance as far as
12 Å. Water around Laurdan presented in Fig. 7b shows three distinct
cycles clearly propagating from the molecule toward the bulk water.
Calculated relaxation time constants in this particular case are: 0.7, 2.2
and 3.4 ns, and again within the first half of nanosecond (Fig. 7d),
there is an additional overlapping of cycles visible through a local
minimum at about 0.05 ns (giving the fourth relaxation time constant
in this example). The effect of excitation affects hydration shell
located between 4 Å and 11 Å but after 1 ns the influence is limited
only up to 6 Å.

In addition, nine short simulations for each dye molecule in their
EX states were performed to obtain statistically relevant view of
solvent relaxation process after probes excitation. In those simula-
tions, the dyes were positioned at different depths in the membrane
during excitation, as illustrated by arrows in Fig. 5. In contrast to the
pure water, resulting relaxation times were on the nanosecond
timescale. The relaxation time constants, observed over all 20
different Prodan and Laurdan excitations, are reported in Table 4 as
the intervals indicating the ranges of appeared τi values.Wewere able
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Table 4
Ranges of relaxation time constants (τi) with dyes embedded into DOPC membrane
model and gathered across multiple simulations. Please note nanosecond timescale in
contrast to data shown in Table 3.

τ1 [ns] τ2 [ns] τ3 [ns] τ4 [ns]

Prodan 0.01–0.05 0.10–0.50 0.75–1.60 2.50–(more than 4.00)
Laurdan 0.01–0.05 0.16–0.60 1.25–2.50 3.00–(more than 6.00)
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to find between two and four relaxation time constants τi for each
initial configurations. The fastest rearrangement cycle occurs within
the first 50 ps after excitation. Next relaxation cycle occurs during the
first nanosecond. Others, muchweaker, arise at later times. Relaxation
times are longer for Laurdan than for Prodan, which also agrees with
the experiment [21]. The results presented in this paper show that it is
thus possible to retrieve kinetic parameters of solvent relaxation
following excitation of fluorophore immersed in the lipid bilayer. The
quantitative values calculated for two specific fluorophores, Prodan
and Laurdan, match that obtained in solvent relaxation experiments,
where the relaxation times constants are calculated by triple-
exponential fitting fluorescent emission decays [73,74]. Moreover, a
close view on the simulations reveals that the shortest time τ1, may be
attributed to the energy dissipation by rotation of water molecules.
The following time τ2 could be connected with water translation
induced by dye dipole increasing upon excitation whereas the latest
times (τ3 and τ4) are very likely determined by lipids reorganization
causing subsequent impacts on water molecules. The hypothesis
concerning longest times is supported by recent results of Sýkora et al.
[74], showing that lipids packed in more bent vesicles, and having
thus more mobile heads, exhibit faster relaxation than in large
vesicles with smaller curvature.

Analysis of the changes of the amount of water around the
fluorophore following excitation of dye molecules shows small
difference between Prodan and Laurdan. Due to dye relocation
toward surface, the number of water molecules at distance up to
5 Å from chromophore center slightly increases by 6±4 for Prodan
and by 9±4 for Laurdan in studied cases. First hydration shell around
Prodan contains thus up to 23 water molecules after dye excitation
while around Laurdan there are only about 18 molecules. The overall
Stokes shift Δν, resulting from analysis of fluorescent solvent
relaxation experiment data corresponds to a polarity of a probe
environment and can be directly related to the amount of water
molecules involved in relaxation process. Sýkora et al. [21] have
recently reported Δν values equal to 3750 cm-1 and 3450 cm-1 for
Prodan and Laurdan, respectively, using egg-phosphatidylcholine
bilayer at ambient temperature. The higher Δν value for Prodan
indicates that its chromophore is in more polar surrounding, thus is
surrounded by more water molecules than Laurdan, which is located
deeper in the bilayer, and where less water molecules penetrate. This
general tendency is also confirmed by our data.

4. Conclusions

The combination of quantum mechanical calculations (QM) and
classical molecular dynamics simulations (MD) was used to charac-
terize two fluorescent polarity sensitive probes, Prodan and Laurdan,
in DOPC phospholipid membrane. A new MD protocol of dye
molecules excitation was proposed for the first time. Our attempt
allows extraction of important data for both ground and excited
states, including impact on water and lipid molecules. Density
functional theory (DFT) combined with its time dependent extension
(TDDFT) enables to determine the necessary information about the
chemical constitution and useful parameters for implementing MD
simulations. A correct force field for the membrane fluorescent probes
was thus defined for further use in MD simulations. We were able to
observe passive diffusion of studied dyes from bulk water into DOPC
lipid membrane. Presented statistics on dyes location along the
membrane normal axis is of great importance for both experimental
and theoretical studies. It reproduces the measured location of
Laurdan [31] and supports the existing hypothesis of bimodal
distribution of Prodan [30,32,33]. Moreover, the specific position
shift toward more polar regions after excitation was observed.
However, the experimental data obtained by fluorescent methods
corresponds more to our results issued from the ground state than
from the excited one. We suppose that marker responses during an
experiment permit to uncover mostly the locations just after the
excitation, still corresponding more to the ground state than for the
well-established excited one. Instantaneous change of dye dipole
moment, mimicking a femtosecond electronic excitation, gives also an
important insight on solvent behavior. Our results show correct
solvent relaxation timescales: picoseconds in pure water and
nanoseconds in the headgroup region of phospholipid bilayer. We
were able to observe up to four different relaxation time constants for
the probes embedded into the membrane. The two shortest (τ1 and
τ2) were associated to the rotation and translation of watermolecules,
respectively. The two longest time constants (τ3 and τ4) are very
likely induced by lipids reorganization caused by previous changes in
the interface hydration. The dye microenvironment mobility
expressed by τi values could be hereby directly linked with physical
phenomena occurring in measured systems. Obtained data are in
excellent agreement with experimental results coming from solvent
relaxation (SR) technique. In general, our computational methods
allowed accessing directly typical SR parameters like relaxation time
constants τi and shed some light on overall Stokes shift Δν differences
between both dyes.
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